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TECHNOLOGY.
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ANY group asked to design from scratch a model
health care system for an industrial country would prol>-
ably come up with as many solutions as there were re-
spondents. No single "truth" is likely to be righl or 10
satisfy all. We do not have any meaningful yardstick for
sorne of the variables. Limitation of resources must mean
that we should make different "trade-offs" between dif-
ferent courses of aetion or different groups of people;
there would be a differetlt appreciations of the history,
strueture, and future development of the country; and
each persan might be biased, concerned, or proteetive in
a different way about the pan he or she should play in
an ideal health service system. Vet, amid such diversity,
there might be sorne measure of unanimity.
The amount of State resources to be used would need

to be decided by a statutory body. Somewhere there
would be a mechanism by whieh drugs and supplies
could be manufaetured and distributed. l1lere would be
research-workers. There would be procedures to proteet
the population against epidemics and catastrophe from
outside and inside the country. There would have to be
a primary health delivery system which would be access-
ible and acceptable to all the population and to which
people could go when they felt the need, and which
would take responsibility for them in a health care sense.
There would be a referral system. There would need to
be people who accepted one or another health care roles in
society and who were trained, licensed, employed, and
supervised. Such people would be of many different
strata and have different functions. One such group
might well be called doctors and be the final point of
referral and sorne of them might work in specially de-
signed and equipped institutions which could be called
hospitals.
If it is agreed Ihal such a large number of common

e1ements could appear in all our accounts il mighl be
said that the variations within the pattern are of bUl
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minor imponance and could be called matters of taste
rather than of substance. If so, I would disagree. It is my
thesis Ihat the differences al this point should be of our
greatest concern. In many counlries Ihey are noc, and
almosl unwittingly actions are being taken within health
care systems which are potentially dangerous and need
to be broughl out for public debate and reversed if
necessary.

Tbe Mystery Holders
The wave of social consciousness in the 191h century

in Europe and in Nonh America broadened our under-
standing of "Health" but resulted in a reaction by the
medical Establishment and a constrietion which is still
continuing. By legislation, by training, by organisation,
and by Ihe way in which health-related interventions are
stated and restricted, there has becn a progressive "mys-
lification" in medical care which is continuing almost
unchecked. As our understanding of cause and effeet has
grown, "medicine" has continued 10restrict the range of
problems for which il considers itse1f responsible and the
gap between "health care" and "medical care" has
become ever wider. This has becn coupled with an
organisational change which has influenced Ihe manner
of dealing with these problems, a gross restrietion in the
information available and decisions to be made by pea-
pIe outside the health professions, and an unnecessary
but inevitable dependency of the population upon the
holders of these mysteries.
If true, this is a grave charge. As with all such general

charges the evidence adds up to suspicion rather than
cenainty. If one looks back to the last century in Eng-
land, the attack upon sorne ofthe physical evils ofthe In-
dustrial Revolution was c1early led by social reformers,
such as the Chadwicks, the health professions having
secondary roles such as cenifying most questionably the
health effeets of rising damp and back-to-back houses.
There was a change in Ihe disease pieture (especially the
communicable diseases) but Ihe evidence linking this to
medical improvement interventions rather than to
changes in the society and the environmentis also ques-
tionable. The continuing decreases in incidence and
monality appear to be largely extensions of continuing
trends and were nOIdirectly related, in time, to immuni-
sation or to direct medical action.
In parallel with these changes in disease pictures carne

a change in distribution of health resources. On the one
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hand there was the expansion of coverage to Ihe univer-
sality of access which you now have, and on the other
carne the increased expenditure of specialised resources
upon the few. This meant that a widening of Ihe base
did not result in a lowering of the peak or a flattening
of the health expenditure pyramid. The peak is still ris-
ing higher, but this time it is a peak of expenditure
directed towards the few, selected nOI so much by social
c1ass or wealth but by medical technology itself. Such an
evolution is a world-widerather than a peculiarly national
trend. In sorne places where it has been examined it has
been identified as an increasing expenditure upon per-
sons in the final months or years before death. It appears
that this expenditure does not measurably increase Jife
expectancy or make humanly tolerable the c10sing epi-
sodes of the lives of elderly people. In other countries the
increased expenditure on the few has been linked to the
"upgrading" of health care interventions to higher and
higher levels of the medical Establishment. This is typi-
fied by a statement of intent, within a developing
country with a high maternal and neonatal monality,
that the medium-term objective will be to arrange that
every woman in labour should be delivered by a consul-
tant specialist obstetrician. Many other examples of the
same trend can be cited. When added logether they
appear to say that health workers consider that Ihe
"best" health care is one where everything known lo
medicine is applied to every individual, by the highesl
trained medical scientist, in the most specialised institu-
tion. This type of thinking is c1early as dangerous as il
would be for me, who spends so much time flying from
Member State to Member State, if I preferred the air-
craft in which I was travelling to be flown by a professor
of aeronautical engineering ralher than an experienced
pilot.

If one follows this same line of thought one under-
stands the inevitable side-effect that, as health ca re
action moves higher and higher up the referral ladder,
it comes to be justified more and more by the aClions
themselves and is more restricted. It is frightening but
expected that when a specialised group is formed 10 per-
form cenain actions it is evaluated and continues to be
supported because of the number of such actions which
it does, rather than by whether a problem is solved.
There are counter-reactions to such trends well typified
by the recent public debate over the Ireatment of spina
bifida. Another example of reaction to this path could be
a children's burn unit in a major city which showed Ihal
many of its intake of cases resulted from injuries caused
by scalding coffee in the home. Rather than conducting
research upon a more effective trealment of burns it
directed its attention to the design of a coffee-pot which
would not spill. The wide acceptance of the new design
led to a decreased number of cases. But these exceptions
make existing trends even more frightening.

Such trends towards restricted high technology might
be said to be a byproduct of medical research distor-
tions, and a good case might be made for directing a por-
tion of the blame to the priorities of research-workers
supported for the most pan from national funds. BUI
such finger-pointing cannot explain all that is happen-
ing. The movements of interventions funher up Ihe pro-
fessionalladder and the increased restriction of action to
fewer and fewer people does not seem 10 be related only
to new research findings. The implications of such a
movement are not only seen as an increase in costs with
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few measurable health advantages in terms of either
morbidity and monality: they are also seen as a down-
grading in social status of health workers at the bOllom
of the pyramid, changing aspi.rations of health workers
who understandably want to be legitimised to as high a
point in the pyramid as possible, or public reaction such
as the disturbances in the United States of America
caused by the increase in malpractice litigation.

Four Questions

What I have been describing is not a single, simple, phe-
nomenon of our time but a complex of events. Sorne of
the elements of this complex mighl become clearer if
phrased as four questions:

(1) Is il possible lO assign health resources within a country
on a problem-solving basis (using different mixes of preventive
curative, promotive, and rehabilitative action»

(2) What medical interventions are truly effective and speci-
tic for prevention, treatment, or rehabilitation, as measured in
objective terms?

(3) Can such medical int'erventions and lhe risk groups 10
which they should be applied be described obieclively and in
such a manner that the amount of skill and knowledge
required for lheir application cán be assessed?

(4) ls it possible lO design a health care Establishment to
carry out the aboye lasks which will result in the most mean-
ingful intervenlions reaching the greatesl propon ion of per-
sons al risk, as early as possible, al Ihe least cost, and in an
acceplable manner?

There is little doubt that it would be eonsidered
reasonable to ask questions of this type if we were deal-
ing with a non-health topic such as education or trans-
portation, and to answer them with a positive reply. In
health, persons within the Establishment mighl both dis-
agree that the questions are the dominant ones, or rele-
vant, or even try to make the case that health is in sorne
way different. Non-health individuals mighl reael dif-
ferently and even express astonishment at these ques-
tions because many may fondly assume Ihat their health
services are designed to deal with problems; Ihe inter-
ventions they pay for are known to be effective and
appropriate; and the person who is responsible for the
medical care they receive ;s the appropriate person in
training and position for their needs. Sueh is nO! the
case.

I am convinced that all of the questions can be ans-
wered positively. But this does not mean that, if a
country and a health care Establishment did assign
resources on a problem-solving basis, using methods
known to be effective by the most appropriale people 10
apply them, this would be the perfect health serviee
requiring no funher change. Problems change; societies
and priorities change, and will keep on changing. So-
ciety's instruments for action must keep changing too.
New interventions will continue to be evolved as our
knowledge and understanding grow. New types of action
must lead to changes in the role of health workcrs. But
if change would be needed in the fUlure within a serviee
based upon sueh principies, it is equally likely Ihat
change is needed now when we do not have sueh perfee-
tion.

The game of designing a health scrviee rests upon
such issues and it is likely to be a sterile exereise if it is
allowed to end at this point. Few eountries have Ihe ex-
eitement of starting off designing a health service from
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b~ic principies with a blank sheet of papero Countries
have pasts as well as futures and the incredible invest-
ment of the past in institutions, industries, people,
knowledge, and public awareness and acceptance cannot
be discarded with a playfullaugh. It would be a foolhardy
decision-maker who took lightly the risk of discarding
what we now have in Ihe hope that what would come
next would be better.
But there is sornemiddle ground between those either

frightened of any change or contidently proud of presenl
achievements, and the grim and embarrassing rationa-
lists wanting to make a new start because they consider
that the presenl system is an adapted historical accident,
unjustitiable on any grounds, and following its own pro-
fessional path divorced from people's needs.

Objec:tiveMeasurement
The entry point in my view are my questions 2 and

3. Techniques already exist to examine medical tech-
nology and 10 express in objective terms what works,
whether it matters, and what it costs. The studies on such
subjects have been ofthree types.
The tirst are cold, planned, controlled clinical trials

testing whether intervention A gives a better result than
intervention B. Such clinical trials are medical exten-
sions of the scientitic method; their mechanics are widely
known, and both their conduct and their results give
satisfactions to both the investigators and the con-
sumers.
The second type of study is much more rare and is not

greeted with such universal approval. A good example is
the study of anremia in the United Kingdom where the
questions were:What is anremia? What level of hremagl~
bin really matters? and How effective is the treatment to
persons below this level? So much of iIl-health as we now
see it is not divided from the normal by a clear division
point; yet establishing where the dividing line rests not
only is of concem to millions of individuals, but also, if
it can be related to outcomes, can save huge amounts of
money and man-hours of work, and false explanations to
patients with complaints. Some members of the Estab-
lishment look upon such studies as a threat to long-held
assumptions. The design and conduct of such studies
can be very difficult, expensive, and time-<:onsuming and
mus!.raise some ethical difficulties.
There are even fewer examples of the third type ol'

study. These are trials which require the results of the
previous two trials as their starting point. They start
from a dialogue between the national medical Establish-
ment and the national Goverment which recommends
that at this time, and from evidence provided by trials
such as Ihe aboye, such-and-such a health problem is
relevant and important and this-or-that intervention to
a certain part of the population could be the best
national strategy. From this decision a trial could be de-
signed to see how this could best be done on the grounds
of cost, efficiency, and acceptability. There are examples
of such trials of this third type and the national strategy
aimed at the ascertainment and treatment of
phenylketonuria from birth in many countries is a par-
ticularly good one. Some such trials are multistaged,
and the provincial trials in Mexico aimed at decreasing
deaths in infants from diarrha:al disease are a case in
poin\. Here a review of the evidence clearly pointed to
dehydration as the immediate main cause of death, and
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the tirst trials based upon distriet rehydration centres
were clearly effeetive in decreasing mortality. But rehyd-
ration centres were also expensive, required specialised
staff, needed transpon systems to the inaccessible vil-
lages, and had the image of high technology brought to
bear on what is understood as a household problem. The
next phase of the trials was the preparation and testing
of salts for rehydration in such a form that they could
be produced cheaply, prepared and used by anyone in-
cluding the mother, and distributed through existing
networks. This proved to be equally etfective, much
cheaper, and highly acceptable. But, while one can view
such successful trials with satisfaction, one is equally
aware that there have been very few examples \O choose
from; for many of the trials have been directed at rare
rather than common problems, and sorne of the results
have been rejected. In sorne of the examples which I
have been associated with, the evidence of the trial has
been accepted bUI the tindings have not been applied. I
suspect that this has sometimes becn because the medi-
cal Establishment plus its efficient medical lobby has
considered that the necessary health service changes
would either decrease or change their influence, their
status, or their incomes. The public outcry, when the
subject has been one of public debate, has becn on the
grounds that there will be a decrease in the "quality" of
service. "Quality" is a dangerous argument to make
in a health service which is not problem-oriented but in-
stitution-oriented. As the public becomes increasingly
aware that different drugs-all of which have been
monitored for national standards of safety and efficacy
and which are similar in all relevant respects except
price--are being prescribed for the same condition, it is
highly Iikely that such examples of apparent rejection of
a successful trial will be used against the medical Estab-
lishment as a whole.

I strongly advocate a massive encouragemcnt of all
three types of trials and 1 consider that, while these have
becn largely completed in my panicular tield of
tuberculosis, there are enormous gaps in many other
problem areas. As the World Health Organisation re-'
sponds 10 requests from Governments for assistance al
the periphery, we are aware that at the village level a
considerable proportion of the interventions have not
been examined in this way. We suspect that at the dis-
trict hospital, health centre, level the proportion is at
least as great.

Claim lor Diversity
While there may be little disagreement Ihat medical

interventions or lechnology need to be tested objectively
and that this testing should continue to the population-
based problem level, I am aware of implications which
require further discussion. It is reasonable to ask
whether, if such testing is completed with the best of our
presently available knowledge and gives a meaningful
result, this answer should be a national or a world stan-
.dard and whether all of us should conform to it. If a
country makes a different decision, will it be providing
or advocating a lower "quality" of cace? The answer to
both these questions must be No for two different rea-
sonso Firstly, both the importance and the nature of
problems vary from place to place, and from country to
country. A good example of tbis is the different re-
sponses to oral poliomyelitis vaccine in tropical and tem-
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perale zones. BUI, even afler puning these important
argumenls to one side, there are good reasons for advo-
caling national rather Ihan international decisions. If I
return to the diarrha:al disease example I mentioned ear-
lier, the result of providing rehydration centres, of dis-
tribuling simple home-based rehydralion t1uids, or of
possibly improving the environment and decreasing
frecal-oral transmission or assisling families to provide
their- children with an adequate diet, may all be the
same. AII may result in a c1ear decrease in deaths from
diarrha:al disease. Sorne may have other posilive or
negative effects as well such as decreasing diarrha:al in-
cidence or decreasing the likelihood of dying from
measles. Each may have a different cost. AII of these
variations are imponant and need to be taken into
accounl when a decision is made; but it cannot be said
Ihat one country is right and another is wrong if each
colleets and considers the evidence objectively and comes
to a different decision. In the same way it cannot be said
that a country which decides upon rehydration by the
mother has taken a decision to give a lower quality of
service than the one which will build rehydration centres
slaffed by doctors or nufSes. lean think of major disad-
vantages of discouraging diversity belween countries in
the same way Ihat there must be omissions, waSle, and
dangers Ihrough nOI having a nalional dccision-making
process wilhin counlries or regions 10 answer and decide
upon such queslions.

The collection of evidence which can be used 10decide
what is our problem-based health technology opens
greal opponunities of research for Ihe individual
rescarch-worker, for professional groups, and for Gav-
emmenlS. This is rese:arch in the broadesl sense and
need be no poor and low-<Iass relalion to olher research
aimed al increasing fundamental knowledge of our bio-
medical world. And this type of research would make
major conlributions 10 Ihe demyslification of medical
lechnology .

StlU'Üll8 Points for Change

Up to Ihis poinl I consider Ihal whal I have said
should not be in major contlicl with the main lines of
world medical thoughl-although in deep contlict wilh
actual delivery of health careo However, I wish to make
two funher poinls which are more speculative and are
much more an express ion of my views upon the world
and sociely Ihan upon medical technology.

The first is that, while health services are c1earlv an
integral pan of a country's social policy and pol¡"tical
slructure, we must assume thal health policies and
actions can be changed and improved without a change
in Ihe basis of government. If this is possible, and if a
Gavernment considers Ihal health is a basic righl of each
member of ils populalion, Ihen a change to a more effi-
cienl, acceplable, and jusI health syslem can be made by
concentrating upon and answering the three final ques-
tions I have already given. I am conscious of the number
of "ifs" I must make in this slatemenl and the few exam-
pies I can show 10 base il upon. Much of my conviclion
musI come by analogy from other sectors where the slar-
ting point for progressive change has been an agreement
upon the nature and the eXlent of the problem followed
by an ob;eclive assessment of what can be done about il,
thus avoiding subjugating Ihe problem to technology. l
consider Ihat agreem~nt upon the usefulness, practica-

bility, and ranking of this priority step would be a major
advance. We all know Ihat there are serious defects in
the health syslems of many countries and we must have
a slaning poinI for change. One such poinl suggested
frequently is a change in the education and training of
health workers, but Ihere have been no c1ear successes
using this slrategy. Ji has proved easier for healt h
workers to adapt 10 the existing syslem, even when they
are trained for different lasks, than 10 change the system
itself. Anolher purposed slaning point has been centra-
lised planning. While this has resulted in documented
successes, these have frequently been where the prob-
lems have been c1ear (such as epidemic disease) and the
inlerventions have been equally c1ear. Whal I am advo-
caling, for Ihe industrial as well as Ihe developing world,
is for the health Establishment 10make a major eITon 10
describe all the health problems and Ihe alternative ways
of dealing wilh them in an objeclive way and then to
accept a nalional decision process based upon Ihis evi-
dence. Such a series of steps has risks as well as advan-
tages and assumes both a level of scienlific detachment
which is c1early obvious to all and an acceptance that
the final decisions are made by sociely rather than by
Ihe concerned professionals.

My final point has two pans and is equally speculative.
The firsl is Ihat it makes good social, economic, and
professional sense for countries to lake the choice of in-
tervenlion options nearer 10 Ihe consumer whenever
they have the chanceo If 1 use my diarrha:al disease
example, 1 would say Ihal making rehydralion salts for
babies available 10mOlhers in every home is likely 10be
more useful in Ihe shon, medium, and long lerro Ihan
expecling the mOlher 10 lake Ihe baby to a special centre
and have Ihis service done for her. There should be no
secrel eilher in Ihe way in which diarrha:al disease
occurs or in ils trealmenl. There appears lo be no pos-
sible reason why Ihe kn.owledge ánd Ihe skills of dealing
with it should nOIgo down Ihe professional tree 10 every
household al risk. This is what I mean by "demyslifica-
tion" of medical lechnology.

There are olher possibililies of reversing the trend
which is pushing medical aClion higher up the profes-
sional Ircc. Surely Ihere are immediate opponunities of
shifling action downwards al leasl one slep--from
leaching hospilals to regional hospilals, from !=onsul-
lants 10general practilioners, from general praclilioners
10 nurses, from nurses 10 mothers? Such a process has
10be undenaken carefully and with real understanding.
I am well aware of Ihe apparent relationship between,
for example, those areas in Europe which have moved
from domiciliary 10inslilulional deliveries and a decreas-
ing malernal and nconalal monalily. Which faclors
have intluenced Ihese:changes have never been c1arified
but Ihe relalionship may well be real. The indicators of
success in a reverse move aimed at olher problems may
be very different ones from dealhs. Possibly we could
expecI similar figures for disease and dealh but rising in-
dices expressing salisfaction and underslanding, a de-
crease in COSIS,and a larger populalion group who will
have this service. And it is this larger population panici-
pation that eventually might open the doors to effective
prevention of, for example, cancer and cardiovascular
diseases. Indeed il could bring us c10ser to W.H.O.'s con-
stitutional objective: the anainment by all peoples of the
highest possible level of physical, mental, and social
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well-being and nOl merely lhe absence of disease or
infirmil\',
If suc'h indices mauer as objectives as well as methods

of measurement, there are other implications, They
must also influence the studies upon the definition of
health lechnology which I mentioned earlier, They may
be one more factor, even the dominant factor, in decid-
ing what is important or relevant as well as who should
have lhe responsibility for action.

Conclusion
The medical Establishment is in real trouble, NOl

only is it caught in the worries of rising costs versus
finite budgets but it has the problem of defining its own
image and philosophy, In our present world, "high lech-
nology" is no longer thought of as lhe descriplion of
"what is possible"-whether this be in atomic power or
voyages 10 the moon. Now il must be the assislance in
reaehing certain goals under quile c1early defined condi-
lions, We must simply Slale whal we can do, so lhal all
can undersland, and Ihen help 10 design a service based
upon society's values and wilh a human face. I am confi-
denl Ihat il can be done, if we wanl \O do il-and the
Uniled Kingdom has indeed demonslraled a good deal of
pragmalic vigour in Ihis respecl. BUI I am sceplical Ihal
we are anylhing near Ihe crilical mass of professional
desire 10 SIOP confusing health wilh conventional medi-
cal wisdom, If Ihis sceplicism proves correct, then we
can look forward 10 a long period of confrontalion
before anything like the dialogue I have proposed can
begin,

hospilal and half of Ihese were nOI witnessed. Half of
Ihose sutfering' coronary heart-auacks had a previous
hislory of coronary disease and a sizeable minority were
already unfit for work. Approximately half of those
anacked were alive at one year.

Introduction

"CORONARYheart-anack" is a term which can be used
lO cover the major acute presentations of coronary
heart-disease--namely, cardiac infarction, acute coro n-
ary insufficiency, and sudden death. By studying all
cases coming to medical or medicolegal anention within
defined communilies, it is possible to oblain series of
cases Ihat are more representative than those found by
normal c1inical means, and to measure the tOlal impact
of these auacks both against the known population and
against the size and efficacy of etforts made to deal with
them. A number of community studies would enable
comparisons to be made of the frequency and natural
history of anacks in ditferent localities and of the ways
in which their medical services operated. Two British
studies have already been reponed from Oxford and jts
environs' 1 and from Edinburgh.s 4 We describe here a
Ihird, from the inner London Borough of Tower Ham-
lels. This was itself pan of a multicentre comparison of
frequency and management of coronary heart-auacks in
eighteen European cities, coordinated by the World
Health Organisation.' 6

Between April, 1970, and December, 1972, 1039
anacks were studied and their outcomes were followed
up for ayear. Information was obtained on the medical
and social antecedents, circumstances, and sequelre of
the anacks.

Methods
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Cardiac Departmenc, The London Hospital

.I're~('nl adJress: Ikparlmenl of Epidemiolol~Y. SI. .\iary's Hospital Medical
S,hn •.,I. Sorfolk Place. London \'('2 1PG.

Medical Unit and Cardiac Department,
The London Hospital, El

Study Area
Tower Hamlets, although an adminislrative pan of London,

is well demarcated within it by two bounding rivers (the
Thames and the lea), by the largely non-residential City of
London, and by Victoria Park. 11 is also vinually coextensive
with its four constituent postal distrias. Formed in 1965 by
the amalgamation of Bethnal Grecn, Poplar, and Stepney, it
is the tradilional East End of London. Those eligible for regis-
tration in the study, or its population denominator, were the
resident men and women below age 65. (Those over 65 were
excluded, firstly so that the study could concentrate on people
of working age, and secondly because anacks in the elderly are
more often associated with multiple palhology or the absence
of confirmatory tests.) The study period was centred on the
Decennial Population Census of April, 1971,7 and information
on the size, slmaure, and characteristics of the population
was derived from this source.
At the time of the study, eight hospitals within the borough

admined coronary cases; seven operated casua1ty depanmcnlS.
the eighth was a specialist chest hospital. Three hospitals had
coronary<are units, but oscilloscopes and ratemeters were in
general use on the aCUle medical wards of the others. There
were a hundred general-practitioner principals with surgeries
in or adioining the borough, a large propon ion in single-
handed practice. Few of these were resident and much of their
work at night.and weekend s was done for them by deputising
services. However, there is a strong local tradition of patients
referring themselves directly to casua1ty depanments for a
medical opinion: Employmenl is provided locally'and lhis and
I he large number of hospitals mean that 11 is unusual for resi-
dents falling ill and seeking admission lO go outside the
borough. These faclors make Tower Hamlets unusually self-
contained and suitable for a registration study such as this.
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CORONARY HEART-ATTACKS IN
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Medical Research Council Social Medicine Unit, London
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Summary AII cases of cardiac infarction, aCUle cor-
onary insufficiency and sudden dealh oc-

curring in residents of the London Borough of Tower
Hamlets below age 65 were regislered over nearly three
years, and survivors were followed up for one year. The
anack-rate in men aged 45-64 years was 1 per 100 per
annum but Ihe recurrence-rale in survivors was l per
100 per month. Immigrants from Asia had more than
Ihe average, and those from Ihe Caribbean one tenlh of
the average anack-rale. Allhough it was unusual for
general praclilioners to manage cases al home by choice,
nonelheless two-Ihirds of Ihe dealhs happened outside


